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Abstract Network representation learning based on neural network originates 
from language modeling based on neural network. These two types of tasks are 
then studied and applied along different paths. DeepWalk is the most classical 
network representation learning algorithm, which samples the next hop nodes of 
the walker with an equal probability method through the random walk strategy. 

Node2vec improves the random walk procedures, thus improving the 

performance of node2vec algorithm on various tasks. Therefore, we propose an 
improved DeepWalk algorithm based on preference random walk (PDW), which 
modifies the single undirected edge into two one-way directed edges in the 
network, and then gives each one-way directed edge a walk probability based on 
local random walk algorithm. In the procedures of acquiring walk sequences, the 
walk probability of the paths that have been walked will be attenuated according 
to the attenuation coefficient. For the last hop node of the current node in the 
walk sequences, an inhibition coefficient is set to prevent random walker from 
returning to the last node with a greater probability. In addition, we introduce the 
Alias sampling method in order to obtain the next hop node from the neighboring 
nodes of current node with a non-equal probability sampling. The experimental 
results show that the proposed PDW algorithm possesses a stable performance of 
network representation learning, the network node classification performance is 
better than that of the baseline algorithms used in this paper. 

Keywords: network representation, network embedding, network representation 
learning, network data mining 

1 Introduction 

The researches on network structures have been conducting from the perspective 
of statistics methods [1]. However, there are fewer researches on network data 



mining using machine learning algorithms [2]. The main reason is that the input 
of machine learning algorithm needs a large number of features, but the features 
in various networks is scarce in reality. DeepWalk [3], a network representation 
learning algorithm, uses the neural network to solve the related tasks of machine 
learning. Because DeepWalk algorithm is mainly used to learn the relationships 
between nodes in the network, and DeepWalk compresses this kind of 
relationships into the form of network representation vectors. DeepWalk 
algorithm inputs the relationships between nodes into neural network, and outputs 
the network representation vectors containing the features of node relationships, 
whose dimension can be regarded as the number of network structure attributes. 
For example, when the length of the network representation vector is 100, each 
dimension in the representation vectors represents a certain type of relationship 
factor between the current node and its neighboring nodes. 

The network representation vector generated by DeepWalk algorithm is a 
low-dimensional, compressed, and distributed vector that contains the local structural 
features of the networks. Of course, the vectors generated by other network 
representation learning algorithms based on global information contain the global 
structural features of the networks [4-6]. The procedure of generating network 
presentation vectors can be considered as the processing of encoding network 
structural features, and the procedure can also be considered as the pre-processing of 
network structural features. Moreover, the pre-processed representation vectors can be 
inputted into the machine learning model to perform various tasks, such as, network 
node classification [7], link prediction [8], network visualization [9], recommendation 
system [10-11] and so on. 

DeepWalk algorithm acquires random walk sequences on the network through 
random walk strategy. The random walk procedure completely adopts the random 
strategy, namely, DeepWalk randomly selects a node from the neighboring nodes of 
the current center node as the next hop node of the random walker. Node2vec 
algorithm [12] improves the random walk procedure of DeepWalk algorithm, which is 
a preference random walk in fact. Node2vec gives all neighboring nodes of the 
current center node a fixed walk probability, which consists of the probability of 
walking to last node, the probability of walking to next node that has no edge with the 
current center node (set the probability to 1) and the probability of walking to next 
node that has one edge with the current center node. Under the second kind of walk 
probability and the third kind of walk probability, there may exist several possible 
next hop nodes at the same time. Therefore, node2vec adopts the strategy of the equal 
probability random walk for these nodes with the equal walk probability. Meanwhile, 
node2vec adopts the strategy of non-equal probability random walk for these nodes 
with the non-equal walk probability, which is also called as the preference random 
walk. Node2vec controls the random walker to walk in the direction of the breadth or 
depth random walk by setting the size of the first type of probability and the third type 
of probability. 

PDW algorithm proposed in this paper is also a kind of the improved DeepWalk 
algorithm based on preference random walk. First, the PDW algorithm modifies the 
undirected network into a directed network, namely, a single undirected edge is 



converted into two single directed edges. Secondly, the PDW algorithm sets the 
random walk probability into two categories, such as, the probability of returning the 
last node in the random walk sequence and the probability of walking to a 
non-previous node. Among them, the probability of returning the last node is the 
temporary walk probability, and its purpose is to prevent random walker from walking 
to the last node. Here, we adopt an inhibition coefficient to adjust this temporary walk 
probability. When the walker moves to the next node, the temporary walk probability 
is reset to the previous walk probability. Moreover, PDW reduces its walk probability 
through the attenuation coefficient for the edges (paths) between nodes that have 
already walked. Therefore, PDW algorithm controls the random walk procedure by 
the inhibition coefficient and the attenuation coefficient. Since there are two one-way 
directed edges between nodes in the network, thus, there exist two walk probabilities 
between the same pair of nodes. Thirdly, PDW algorithm needs to reset the attenuated 
walk probability in the network to the original walk probability between nodes after 
finishing a random procedure of one node. Finally, the Alias method [13] is 
introduced in PDW to achieve the node sampling of non-uniform probability. The 
experimental results of PDW algorithm show that its performance is better than that 
of DeepWalk algorithm and node2vec algorithm in the tasks of node classification on 
three kinds of citation network datasets. 

2 Our Works 

2.1 Preference Random Walk 

DeepWalk algorithm obtains the node walk sequences through random walk strategy, 
which can be inputted into the CBOW or Skip-Gram model provided by Word2Vec 
[14-16] algorithm for training, so as to obtain the network representation vectors of 
the networks. Regarding the walk sequences, DeepWalk selects a neighboring node 
around the current node as the next hop node with the equal probability. In order to 
explain the random walk procedure in detail, we give a simple undirected graph 
example as shown in Fig. 1.  

     

 Fig. 1. Network example 

As shown in Fig. 1, this graph has 7 nodes and 8 edges. Now, if the random walker 
is currently at the position of node 1, we set the random walk length as 5 and the 
number of random walks as 3. Consequently, there are three random walk sequences 
for node 1, such as, {1, 3, 4, 2, 1}, {1, 4, 3, 2, 1} and {1, 3, 4, 6, 7}. In a random walk, 



the random walker can return to the last node of the random walk sequence. Moreover, 
the probability of walking to its neighboring node is the same.   

The PDW algorithm proposed in this paper adopts the preference random walk. 
The preference random walk is defined in this paper as a random walk that tends to 
connect the node that has a stronger correlation with the current node. First, we show 
a simple procedure of preference random walk, which is mainly based on the 
undirected graph in Fig. 1. PDW algorithm transforms the undirected graph into 
weighted directed graph, and a single undirected edge is transformed into two 
one-way directed edges. The weight is the correlation degree between nodes, and 
Local Random Walk (LRW) [17-18] is used in this paper to measure the correlation 
degree between two nodes. The specific results are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig.3. 
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Fig. 2. Random walk on a weighted graph (from node 1 to node 4) 

As shown in Fig. 2, the PDW algorithm proposed in this paper needs to attenuate 
the walk probability of the edge that has already walked when a random walker walk 
from node 1 to node 4, which is very consistent with the example in our daily life. For 
example, the probability of going somewhere for two times should be less than the 
probability of going there for one time. However, if the destination is a popular place, 
the probability of going there for two times should be greater than the probability of 
going somewhere else. Based on this assumption, it is very important to assign a 
reasonable weight to the undirected graph, and the proportion of attenuation is also 
very important. In Fig. 2, node 4 is regarded to be the node that has been walked 
when the walker finishes a walk procedure from node 1 to node 4, so the walk 
probability from node 1 to node 4 should be attenuated. Therefore, we give the new 
walk probability for this edge (path), i.e. '

14 14 14p p p q   . For other nodes that have 
already walked, we give the attenuation equation of walk probability as follows: 

' .uv uv uvp p p q  

                     
 (1)  

In the equation (1), uvp
 

is the original random walk probability, '
uvp  is the 

updated probability, and q  is the attenuation coefficient of walk probability. The 
attenuation of the walk probability is initialized to the original probability value 
before random walk of each node, for example, we set the number of random walks as 
10, the length of random walk as 40, the original walk probability needs to be reused 
to carry out the random walk of next node when the walk sampling of 400 nodes is 
obtained. In addition, the attenuation of the walk probability is unidirectional. For 
example, the value of the walk probability 14p

 will be changed, but the value of the 



walk probability 41p
 will not be changed for random walk from node 1 to node 4 . 

When the random walker is at the position of node 4 during a random walk, the 
probability of walking to node 1 is the original and unattenuated 41p , which can be 
regarded as such understanding that the probability of walking the same path should 
be attenuation when we return from place A to place B, however, the probability of 
walking form place B to place A should not be attenuated when we return from place 
C to place B, but the probability of walking from place B to place A should be 
inhibited when we just walk from place A to place B. This is the main reason why we 
have transformed the undirected network into the two-way directed network. 

Fig. 2 shows the example of the one-step random walk. After that, the random 
walker needs to walk from node 4. This procedure is somewhat different from the 
walk from node 1 to node 4, because the walk from node 4 needs to consider such 
case that the random walker returns to node 1. For example, we should exclude the 
places we have been to when we plan the next destination, but the places we have 
been to should still be selected again with a small probability. Therefore, we define 
that the random walker should return to the last node in walk sequence with a small 
probability. In order to explain this principle in more detail, we give the random walk 
procedure in Fig. 3. 

In Fig. 3, there exist 6 next hop nodes when the random walker is at node 4, among 
which one random walk path can return to the last node 1 in the random walk 
sequence. However, we should avoid returning the last node of the walk sequence as 
mentioned above. Therefore, we define the walk probability attenuation coefficient as 
1/ p  between the current node and the last node of the walk sequence, i.e. 

'
41 41 41 (1 / )p p p p   . This attenuation is temporary attenuation, which only 

recomputes the walk probability of returning last node when the walker will select the 
next hop node, and it does not affect the original walk probability between nodes. 
When the walker walks from node 4 to node 7, we attenuate the walking probability 
from node 4 to node 7, i.e. '

47 47 47p p p q   . In addition, the original walk 
probability from node 4 and node 1 is recovered, i.e. '

41 41p p . Therefore, when the 
walker selects the next hop node, the temporary walk probability of returning last 
node is defined as: 

' (1/ ).xy xy xyp p p p  

                   

 (2)  

In the equation (2), p  is the inhibition coefficient of returning the last node. xyp  
is the original walk probability, '

xyp  is the walk probability after attenuating, and 
'
xyp  is only a probability that the walker returns to the last node of the sequence 

when the walker selects the next hop node. When the random walker walks to the 
next hop node, the inhibition is canceled, i.e. '

xy xyp p . And then use the equation (1) 
to carry out probability attenuation on the path that has been walked.

  
  It should be noted that all attenuations of the above procedures only work on the 
walk procedure of a node. For example, the walk algorithm needs to walk for 10 times 
when the number of random walks is 10. After completing these 10 walks for the 
same node, the walk algorithm needs to perform another 10 walks for the next node. 
The walk probability between two nodes is reset to the original probability value 



when the different nodes are selected to walk, which is calculated by LRW algorithm. 
The LRW algorithm is different from the global random walk in that it only considers 
the random walk procedure within a finite step, so it is very suitable to walk on 
large-scale networks. When a random walker starts from a node xv

 
in LRW, ( )xyf t

 
is defined as the probability that a random walker happens to meet with node yv

 
at a 

certain 1t  . Then, the system evolution equation of the walk procedure is as 
follows:

 
T( 1) ( ),   0,x xf t P f t t  

                   
 (3)  

where the markov transition probability matrix [18] of the network is defined as P , 
the element in P  is computed as /xy xy xP a k . Assume that there is an edge 
between nodes xv and yv , then 1xya  , 0xya  otherwise. xk

 
represents the 

degree of the node xv . (0)xf
 

is a vector with the size of 1N   where the value of 
x-th element is 1, and all other elements are 0. The initial network resource 
distribution is defined as /x xq k M , and M  is the total number of network edges. 
Then the similarity between nodes xv  and

 
yv

 
in t  steps is as follows:

 

( ) ( ) ( ).xy x xy y yxs t q f t q f t                      (4)   

In this section, the random walk probabilities between the current center node and 
its neighboring nodes are measured by (15)xys . In addition, the link prediction task 
between nodes is used to verify that the similarity weight between nodes for 15t   is 
better than other values of t . This section mainly describes how to generate the 
initial probability of preference random walk between nodes, how to perform the 
probability attenuation in the random walk procedure, and how to temporarily 
attenuate the probability value of returning the last node. But we will be discussed in 
detail how to select one of the nodes to random walk based on the walk probability 
between the current node and its neighboring nodes in the following parts. 
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Fig. 3. Random walk on a weighted graph (from node 4 to node 7) 

2.2  Non-equal Probability Node Selection  

The node selection of non-equally probability refers to select one node from all 
neighboring nodes of the current node as the next hop node of the random walker 



according to the given walk probability. First, there are two easy ways to realize it as 
follows. 

The first kind of selection approach is based on random number. For example, the 
probabilities of four events are 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4, respectively, and then an array of 
size of 100 is built and shuffled completely, where 10 elements in the array are set as 
the happening of event 1, 20 elements are set as the happening event 2, 30 elements 
are set to the happening events 3, and 40 elements is set as the happening events 4. 
After constructing the array, a random integer from 1 to 100 is generated randomly, 
and the element corresponding to the random integer in the array is the related event. 
The time complexity of this method is (1)O , but the accuracy is poor. 

The second kind of selection approach is based on roulette method. For example, if 
the probability distributions of the four events are 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4, consequently, 
the cumulative probabilities of the four events are 0.1, 0.3, 0.6 and 1, respectively. 
Then a random number between 0 and 1 is generated, and the event corresponding to 
the random number falling in the cumulative probability interval is the selected event. 
For example, the interval [0, 0.1] corresponds to the event 1, the interval [0.1, 0.3) 
corresponds to event 2, the interval [0.3, 0.6) corresponds to event 3, and the interval 
[0.6, 1] corresponds to event 4. If this selection algorithm adopts the binary search 
approach, the time complexity is (log )O n . Although this selection algorithm is better 
than the first one in in practical applications, it requires to calculate the cumulative 
probability. 

In this paper, the third kind of selection approach is introduced, which has a time 
complexity of (1)O , also has an excellent sampling performance. This algorithm is 
called as Alias method. In this method, the event occurrence probabilities 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 
and 0.4 are normalized according to their mean value, the mean value is 1/4, and the 
probabilities of the final normalization are 2/5, 4/5, 6/5 and 8/5. The probability is 
illustrated as shown in Fig. 4. 

 

    
(a)                                  (b) 

Fig. 4. An example of Alias sampling 

In Fig. 4, the Alias method first converts the normalized probabilities to the form as 
Fig. 4 (a). Then, Fig. 4 (a) is converted to a 1 4  rectangle as shown in Fig. 4 (b), 
where the area of the rectangle is 4. The Alias method contains at most two events per 
column as shown in Fig. 4 (b). This rectangle is also known as the Alias table. There 
are mainly two arrays in this table, one is the probability array prabs , where each 
element is the area percentage (probability value) of the event i  corresponding to 
the column i , namely, prabs  = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}. Another array saves the tags 



that do not belong to the event i . This array is defined as alias  = {4, 3, null, null}. 
Alias method then generates two random integers, the first random integer determines 
the column to be used, and the second random number is between 0 and 1. If the 
second random number is less than [ ]prabs i , the subscript of array prabs  is 
sampled and returned. If the second random number is greater than [ ]prabs i , 

[ ]alias i  is sampled and returned. The result of the above Alias method is an integer 
rather than a probability value. 

After the PDW algorithm samples the next hop node of the walker based on the 
above procedures, the context node pairs can be subsequently constructed, and then 
they are inputted into the neural network model provided by DeepWalk algorithm for 
node relationship modeling. The PDW algorithm proposed in this section only 
improves random walk procedure of DeepWalk, but PDW algorithm adopts multiple 
efficient methods to obtain the appropriate next hop nodes, so that the random walk 
sequences can better reflect the structural features of the networks and other 
information. 

3 Experimental Results and Analysis 

3.1 Experimental Settings 

We adopt DeepWalk, LINE [19], HARP [20], DeepWalk+NEU [21], GraRep (K = 3) 
[22] and node2vec as the baseline algorithms. The baseline algorithms selected in this 
section set the length of network representation vector as 100 in the task of network 
node classification. In addition, DeepWalk and node2vec algorithms need to set the 
random walk number and random walk length. Therefore, in the network node 
classification experiment, the number of random walks is set to 10, and the length of 
random walk is set to 40. Node2vec sets the breadth-first random walk parameter to 
0.5 and the depth-first random walk parameter to 0.25. In this parameter combination, 
node2vec is more inclined to obtain nodes by the depth-first random walk. We repeat 
each experiment for 10 times and take the average accuracy as the result of network 
node classification using LIBLINEAR [23] classifier. In addition, DeepWalk, HARP 
(DeepWalk), node2vec and PDW use CBOW model to model the relationships 
between nodes, use negative sampling to optimize its training speed, and set the 
negative sampling size as 5. 

3.2 Results and Analysis 

We verify the performance of PDW algorithm and various comparison algorithms on 
Citeseer, Cora and DBLP datasets [24]. In order to make a more detailed comparison 
and analysis under different training set proportions, we extract 10%, 20%, ..., 90% 
nodes of the dataset as the training set, the rest of the dataset is the testing set. In the 
PDW algorithm, p  is the inhibition coefficient of returning the last node of the walk 
sequence. q  is the attenuation coefficient of random walk probability. The specific 
accuracy results of network node classification are shown in table 1, 2 and 3. 
 



Table 1. Classification performance on Citeseer dataset (%) 

Algorithm name 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% Average 

DeepWalk 47.6  50.2  51.9 52.3  53.7 53.2  53.8 53.9 54.6 52.3  

LINE 41.2  44.6  47.9 49.2  52.2 53.5  53.9 53.3 53.9 49.5  

HARP (DeepWalk) 48.9  50.3  50.8 50.7  51.3 51.3  50.3 51.8 53.0 50.9  

DeepWalk + NEU 48.5  51.2  52.5 53.9  53.5 54.7  54.6 54.4 55.9 53.2  

GraRep (K = 3) 45.1  51.0  53.4 54.2  54.9 55.8  55.5 55.2 54.2 53.2  

node2vec 50.8  52.6  54.3 54.5  55.7 56.2  55.6 56.2 56.6 54.7  

PDW (p = 5, q = 0.05) 53.2  55.2  55.7 56.3  57.3 57.9  58.0 58.0 57.7 56.6  

PDW (p = 10, q = 0.05)  52.9  55.0  55.7 56.7  56.3 56.9  57.4 57.4 57.7 56.2  

PDW (p = 20, q = 0.1) 53.7  54.8  55.4 55.9  56.1 57.0  56.7 57.9 57.2 56.1  

Table 2. Classification performance on Cora dataset (%) 

Algorithm name 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% Average 

DeepWalk 67.6  72.1  74.5  75.1  76.7  76.7 77.4  78.1  77.7  75.1 

LINE 64.3  68.4  70.1  71.3  73.3  75.8 75.6  77.7  79.5  68.8 

HARP (DeepWalk) 65.6  68.5  70.8  71.0  70.9  70.8 71.2  72.8  72.9  70.5 

DeepWalk + NEU 69.3  74.7  76.1  77.3  77.8  78.6 78.8  79.4  79.1  76.8 

GraRep (K = 3) 72.6  77.3  78.3  79.4  79.4  80.3 80.3  80.7  79.9  78.7 

node2vec 69.3  73.2  74.1  75.6  76.1  76.6 76.5  77.5  77.4  75.2 

PDW (p = 5, q = 0.05) 75.7  78.1  79.4  80.2  80.5  81.0 80.6  80.9  81.0  79.7 

PDW (p = 10, q = 0.05)  76.0  78.8  79.5  80.0  80.3  80.4 81.8  81.6  81.6  80.0 

PDW (p = 20, q = 0.1) 76.5  78.6  79.9  79.9  80.2  80.8 81.4  81.7  81.1  80.0 

Table 3. Classification performance on DBLP dataset (%) 

Algorithm name 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% Average 

DeepWalk 76.7  79.5  80.8  81.2  82.1  81.6  82.6  83.2  82.6  81.2 

LINE 73.3  75.2  76.9  77.4  78.1  78.7  78.9  80.1  80.5  77.7 

HARP (DeepWalk) 78.7  80.1  80.8  81.1  80.8  81.3  81.1  81.0  81.8  80.7 

DeepWalk + NEU 80.9  81.6  82.1  83.8  83.9  83.8  83.9  84.5  84.0  83.2 

GraRep (K = 3) 81.6  83.1  84.3  84.1  84.0  84.4  85.2  85.5  85.1  84.2 

node2vec 83.2  83.1  83.3  83.6  84.8  84.9  84.3  84.8  84.8  84.1 

PDW (p = 5, q = 0.05) 82.9  83.3  83.8  83.9  84.3  84.1  85.0  84.4  84.6  84.0 

PDW (p = 10, q = 0.05)  82.6  83.3  83.8  84.2  84.2  84.5  84.4  85.3  85.3  84.2 

PDW (p = 20, q = 0.1) 82.7  83.5  84.0  84.8  84.6  84.2  84.1  85.9  85.1  84.3 

Based on the results in Tables 2, 3 and 4, we have the following observations: 
(a) PDW algorithm improves the random walk procedure of DeepWalk algorithm. 

Therefore, the accuracy improvement of PDW algorithm is 7.13% at least and 8.1% at 
most on the Citeseer dataset. In Cora dataset, PDW algorithm has an accuracy 
improvement of 6.13% at least and 6.52% at most. In the DBLP dataset, PDW 



algorithm has an accuracy improvement of 3.54% at least and 3.89% at most. These 
results show that the improvement of PDW algorithm based on DeepWalk is effective. 

(b) Node2vec algorithm also improves the random walk procedure of DeepWalk 
algorithm. Therefore, the improved idea is the same with PDW algorithm. 
Experimental results show that PDW algorithm has an accuracy improvement of 2.47% 
at least and 3.40% at most compared with node2vec algorithm on the Citeseer dataset. 
In Cora dataset, PDW algorithm is improved by 6.1% at least and 6.45% at most. In 
DBLP data set, PDW algorithm has an accuracy improvement of 0.24% at most. 
These results show that although both PDW algorithm and node2vec algorithm 
improves on the random walk procedures of DeepWalk algorithm. 

(c) Compared with DeepWalk algorithm, the improvement rate of classification 
tasks of PDW algorithm gradually decreases with the increasing growth of the 
network density. Compared with node2vec algorithm, PDW algorithm has the highest 
performance improvement on Cora dataset, and the classification performance of 
PDW algorithm and node2vec algorithm is almost the same on dense DBLP dataset. 
Node2vec algorithm achieves poor node classification performance on Cora dataset. 
Consequently, the PDW algorithm proposed in this paper shows a stable network 
node classification performance on Citeseer, Cora and DBLP datasets. Because DBLP 
is a dense dataset, so various algorithms almost achieve same classification 
performace on DBLP dataset. 

(d) PDW algorithm sets the inhibition coefficient p  of returning last node as 5, 10, 
20, the attenuation coefficient q  as 0.05, 0.1. Experimental results show that the 
different parameter combinations have little influence on the classification 
performance of PDW algorithm. 

3.3 Parameter Sensitive Analysis 

Three parameters are mainly set in the PDW algorithm, namely, the PDW algorithm 
sets the inhibition coefficient p  of returning the last node, the attenuation 
coefficient q  for the walked paths, and the network representation vector length k . 
In addition, we also discuss the effect of random walk length. The specific results are 
shown in Fig. 5. 

4 Conclusion 

The main works of the proposed PDW algorithm are to improve the random walk 
procedures of DeepWalk algorithm. Specifically, the improvement is to convert the 
original undirected graph into a weighted two-way directed graph, and the weight of 
the network is initialized by the local random walk algorithm. Random walker 
performs a random walk in a weighted bidirectional directed network. During the 
random walk, PDW algorithm attenuates the walk probabilities of the edges that have 
been walked, and inhibits the probabilities of returning the last nodes in the random 
walk sequences. For the feasibility of the above improvements, we conduct the 
network node classification evaluation on Citeseer, Cora, DBLP datasets. The 
experimental results show that the PDW algorithm can efficiently obtain the next hop 



nodes of random walker, the generated node sequences are inputted to the shallow 
neural network to train and model the relationships between network nodes. 
Consequently, the network node classification performance of PDW algorithm is 
superior to that of DeepWalk algorithm and other baseline algorithms. In addition, the 
classification performance of PDW and node2vec algorithms is compared in detail, 
because these two algorithms are improved based on the random walk strategy. On 
DBLP dataset, the classification performance of PDW algorithm is almost the same as 
that of node2vec algorithm.  

  
(a)                               (b)  

 
(c)                                (d) 

Fig. 5. Influence analysis of all parameters 
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